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1. Introduction

Modern civilizations make use of various forms of energy. The most common,
however, is the electric energy. After being generated in industrial facilities,
it is transmitted and distributed over long distances by means of overhead
high- and medium-voltage power lines. It needs to be stepped down several
times until it reaches end-users. Because of little visibility and considerable
geometrical dimensions (Figs. 1 and 2), power lines may constitute a threat to
low–flying vehicles such as motor hang gliders, small planes, etc. (Fig. 3) even
during peace time. Under warfare conditions, power lines are strategically im-
portant targets, especially for the air force. They are distroyed or temporarily
disabled to paralyse industrial production and other economic activities.

From the above considerations, it is clear that accurate and reliable me-
asurement systems are necessary for detecting and locating power lines and
similar objects. The operations require determining the exact distance from
the target and its angular position early enough to avoid a collision or, du-
ring military missions, to perform a successful attack if missiles, aerial cluster
bombs or unmanned aerial vehicles are used.
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Fig. 1. 500 kV-powerline section running over theYangtze River (the People’s
Republic of China)

Fig. 2. A rescue helicopter flying dangerously close to a power line (Monsoo Park,
2003)

Whether a transmission line is to be attacked or omitted by an appro-
aching flying object, it is essential that the operations of target/obstacle
detection, location and then flying object guidance be performed with high
precision.

Most aerial vehicles used for civilian and military purposes fly at very high
velocities and their maneuvering capabilities resulting from the application
of dynamic control systems may be limited. It is thus essential that a target
or an obstacle be detected and located at a minimum distance of about 1000
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Fig. 3. Collisions with power lines involving commercial helicopters in percentage %
in the US between 1996 and 2000; the total number of accidents being 934 (Monsoo

Park, 2003)

meters. Design engineers are looking for more and more sensitive measurement
instruments that remain unaffected by disturbance signals coming from various
technological devices.

In modern warfare scenarios, military aircraft are used for a number of
different tasks including destruction and paralysis of targets emitting elec-
tromagnetic fields. Examples of such targets include radiolocation stations
and radio/television transmission stations emitting high-frequency signals as
well as high-voltage power lines, power stations or substations emitting low-
frequency signals. Under warfare conditions, such objects are usually protected
against destruction, so it is essential that they be attacked with smart muni-
tions. In each case, a successful attack requires precise detection, location and
guidance.

If an overhead high-voltage transmission line or a similar object is to be
attacked, the target detection process commences when an onboard monito-
ring device receives a 50Hz-frequency signal. A complete operation of target
location requires such data as the direction of the signal emission and the
distance between the target and the monitoring device. The latter can be es-
tablished basing, for instance, on the target voltage. It is relevant to know the
exact distance if the target is attacked by means of a missile equipped with a
warhead detonated by a preprogrammed time fuze. However, if the attack is
performed automatically after the target is approached, it is sufficient to know
the target direction. The warhead is detonated once the signal confirming the
missile position in the direct or indirect zone is received.
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The work discusses the principles of location of angular positions of point
targets using the example of overhead power lines as well as the guidance of
an air-attack aircraft. Special attention is paid to the reduction of disturbance
signals by employing active filters and a gyroscope-based stabilizer.

2. Detection and location of the angular position of a point target

Transmission lines as well as certain ground elements of a power network
emit 50 Hz electric and magnetic fields. The intensity of the electric field is
constant in time; it is proportional to the electric voltage in the element or
line. It is dependent on the distance from the field source and on configuration
of screening elements, e.g. earthed structures, transmission towers, etc.
The intensity of magnetic field is proportional to the intensity of the cor-

responding electric current flow. The field changes along with changes in the
current. The intensity of the electric and magnetic fields decrease considerably
when the distance from the radiation source increases. Similar phenomena are
observed when an aerial vehicle moves away from the axis of a transmission
line or approaches a lattice-type pylon acting as a screen. Buildings, trees or
bushes found in the vicinity of a transmission line may also act as screens; no-
netheless, they hardly ever affect the readings, because an object is detected,
tracked and attacked from an altitude higher than the top of pylons or other
sources emitting the low-frequency electric field.

The preliminary tests described in detail in Szmitkowski et al. (2003) were
conducted under static conditions. The results show that the closer the me-
asurement sensor is to the ground, the smaller is the intensity of the electric
field (Fig. 4). Then, the accuracy of the measurement system was analysed
under motion conditions with the aim of determining the effect of disturban-
ce signals. The measurements were performed at certain distances from the
line where the signals were still measurable under static conditions. During
the tests, the system encountered problems. The low-frequency disturbances
that occurred at the output were difficult to specify, and their amplitude was
higher than that of useful signals. This resulted from the high-speed motion
and the vibrations of the measurement system. At a distance of approximate-
ly 60 meters from a 100 kV high-voltage line, the disturbance amplitude was
nearly 100 times higher than the amplitude of the useful signal.

It can be concluded that low-frequency disturbance voltage of the order
of several to several dozen Hz induced in the sensor can be due to the rapid
crossing through the Earth’s magnetic field lines.
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Fig. 4. Graph exemplifying the relationship between the sensor output voltage and
the elevation (110 kV-power line, solid line – distance of 20m, broken line – distance

of 40m) (Szmitkowski et al., 2003)

Moreover, during the in-motion tests, the system was susceptible to disor-
dered disturbances in form of electrostatic discharges, which were attributable
to friction between the system casing and the cloth as well as friction between
the casing and the air stream coming out of the nozzle. The latter type of
disturbances can occur if the system is fitted on board of a flying object.

The disturbance signals with frequencies other than 50Hz, which is cha-
racteristic for useful signals, can be reduced by using active filters. Preliminary
tests show that there is still one more type of interference that cannot be redu-
ced by means of electric methods. The signal at the output of the measuring
system is greatly dependent on the angle of sensor inclination in relation to
the horizontal plane (Fig. 5).

The intensity of an electric field is dependent on the voltage but indepen-
dent of the current flowing through the system; therefore, it is assumed that
the electric field intensity can be used for the detection of a target. The target
is detected when the on-board monitoring system receives a 50Hz signal from
an active high-voltage line or some other element of a power network found at
a certain distance. In order to accurately locate a point target, it is necessa-
ry to know the direction from which the emitted signal comes as well as the
distance from the monitoring system.

The study involved developing and constructing directional sensors, me-
asurement amplifiers with amplification of more than 106, and systems of
high-pass filters with high goodness-of-fit suitable for filtering low-frequency
disturbances. The filters possess very sharp amplitude characteristics and very
narrow pass bands (Tuśno and Koruba, 2008).
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Fig. 5. Relative change in voltage induced at the sensor output in function of the
angle of sensor inclination with respect to the horizontal plane (measurements at a

distance of 30m from a 15kV-power line) (Koruba and Tuśno, 2008)

The principle of target detection and location is presented schematically
in Fig. 6 (Tuśno and Koruba, 2006). A point target emitting an electroma-
gnetic field E is inside the right angle formed by the axes of two directional
sensors. Each sensor consists of a high-inductivity coil wound around a ferrous
rod. A 50Hz alternating voltage signal induced at each sensor needs to be
amplified, filtered with band-pass filters to eliminate disturbance signals and
then rectified with an ideal rectifier (AC/DC converter). Voltages u1 and u2
are measured and processed along twin measurement paths, Tp1 and Tp2, by
applying the principles described below.

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the concept for locating the angular position of a point
target (Tuśno and Koruba, 2006)
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In Tuśno and Koruba (2006), a relationship was derived to combine the
voltages u1 and u2 at the sensor outputs with the angle of target deflection ϕ
from the axis of sensor 1

u1
cosϕ

=
u2
sinϕ

⇒
u2
u1
=
sinϕ

cosϕ
= tanϕ (2.1)

The above relationship shows that it is possible to determine the angular
position of the point target in the system presented in Fig. 2 by measuring
voltages at the outputs of the sensors lying perpendicularly to each other
and determining their quotient. The instantaneous value of angle ϕ can be
established by performing the operation

ϕ = arctan
u2
u1

(2.2)

If the bisector of the angle measured between the axes of the two sensors
coincides with the axis of the aerial vehicle flying towards the target as well
as the line of sight, then we have

ϕ =
π

4
= arctan 1 (2.3)

In this case, the maintaining of the flight path towards the target requires
keeping the angle ϕ = π/4 constant. Thus, it is necessary that the voltages at
the two measurement paths be the same, and that their quotient, u2/u1, be
equal to 1.

Fig. 7. A block diagram of the point-target location system (Tuśno and Koruba,
2008)
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Figure 7 shows a block diagram of a system capable of locating a point
target in a part of a plane limited by the lines of the sensor axes. In the
system, the paths of amplifiers and filters are identical. Voltages generated
at the outputs of the directional sensors are provided to initial measurement
amplifiers, 1a and 1b, with amplification of above 106. In order to eliminate
electric disturbances and to select useful signals, it is necessary to supply the
initially amplified signals to two systems of band-pass filters, 2a and 2b, with
a medium frequency of 50Hz. It is required that the filters possess a very
sharp characteristic and a narrow pass band. The tests involved using systems
of the 8-th order Butterworth filters with a goodness-of-fit Q, equal to 10
(Tuśno and Koruba, 2007). After filtration, the signals in both measurement
paths are amplified in final amplifiers, 3a and 3b, and then rectified in ideal
full-wave rectifiers, 4a and 4b. Another functional block is unit 5 dividing the
signals from the measurement paths (performing the operation y = u2/u1).
The quotient undergoes conversion in functional generator, 6, realising the
initial function, in accordance with relationship (2.2).

3. The concept of a gyroscope-based system for stabilising

sensors positions

The positions of sensors are stabilised by a gyroscope with three degrees of
freedom.
Applying Fig. 8 and assuming that the rotor is an axially symmetric bo-

dy, we can omit the frame inertia. Moreover, since the high-speed rotational
velocity is constant and the gyroscope is of the astatic type (where the mass
centre coincides with the centre of both frames), the equations of motion of
the gyroscope axis can be written as follows (Koruba and Osiecki, 2006)

Jgk
dωgy3
dt
− Jgkωgx2ωgz3 + Jgongωgz3 =Mb −Mrb

(3.1)

Jgk
d

dt
(ωgz2 cos ϑg)− (Jgoω̇gx2 + Jgkωgy1ωgz2) sinϑg +

−Jgong(ωgy1 + ϑ̇g) cos ϑg + Jgkωgy2ωgx1 =Mc −Mrc

where






ωgx1
ωgy1
ωgz1






=







p∗ cosψg + q
∗ sinψg

−p∗ sinψg + q
∗ cosψg

ψ̇g + r
∗
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Fig. 8. View of the sensors arrangement in a controlled gyroscope with the assumed
coordinate systems







ωgx2
ωgy2
ωgz2






=







(p∗ cosψg + q
∗ sinψg) cos ϑg − (r

∗ + ψ̇g) sin ϑg
−p∗ sinψg + q

∗ cosψg + ϑ̇g
(p∗ cosψg + q

∗ sinψg) sin ϑg + (r
∗ + ψ̇g) cos ϑg













ωgx3
ωgy3
ωgz3






=







(p∗ cosψg + q
∗ sinψg) cos ϑg − (r

∗ + ψ̇g) sin ϑg + Φ̇g
−p∗ sinψg + q

∗ cosψg + ϑ̇g
(p∗ cosψg + q

∗ sinψg) sinϑg + (r
∗ + ψ̇g) cos ϑg







and
Jgo, Jgk – moments of inertia of the gyroscope rotor moving about

its longitudinal and transverse axes, respectively
ϑg, ψg – angles determining the position of the gyroscope axis in

space (angles of rotation of the inner and outer frames,
respectively)

ng – angular velocity of the gyroscope rotation
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p∗, q∗, r∗ – components of the vector of the gyroscope base rotational
velocity

Mk – moment of the force driving the gyroscope rotor
Mrk – moment of friction forces acting on the rotor bearings in

the inner frame and the aerodynamic drag
Mb,Mc – moments of forces controlling the inner and outer frame,

respectively
Mrb,Mrc – moments of friction forces in the bearings of the inner

and outer frame, respectively.

The sensors are rigidly fixed to the inner frame so that they are perpendi-
cular to each other in the frame plane (Fig. 5). This allows stable positioning of
the sensors irrespective of the gyroscope base movements. The sensors may not
maintain their predetermined position in the desired plane because of external
disturbances, friction in the suspension bearings, frame inertia, nonlinearity
of gyroscope motion, or the Earth’s spin. It is essential to apply additional
correction moments to minimize the effect of disturbances and, in consequen-
ce, to maintain the gyroscope axis in the desired position. The algorithm for
changes in the correction moments can be written as (Koruba and Osiecki,
2006)

Mb = −kbϑg + kcψg − hg
dϑg
dt

(3.2)

Mc = −kcϑg − kbψg − hg
dψg
dt

where
kb, kc – coefficients of amplifications of the gyroscope corrector
hg – coefficients of damping of the gyroscope corrector.

4. Controlling the gyroscope during location of a point source of

electromagnetic radiation from board of an aerial vehicle

The task requires knowing the dynamic properties of the attack vehicle as well
as the characteristics of the measurement system responsible for detecting and
locating the target position. A special strategy needs to be applied so that the
detection, tracking, guiding and attack are performed with precision. Targets
such as transmission lines or substations are usually disabled by means of
graphite bombs, which work by spreading a cloud of conductive composite
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filaments. If a flying object is to attack a target that is linear in character,
e.g. a transmission line, the flight path needs to be optimised and the target
has to be reached with as many clusters as possible. The first cluster reaching
a power line disables it, so the other clusters become incapable of tracking it
any more.

In a general case, the controlled air attack weapon is a multidimensional
object of regulation. An aerial vehicle used for destroying ground elements of
a power network needs to have at least two quantities regulated: altitude and
the angle of deflection from the line of sight. Changes in altitude do not affect
the angle of deflection considerably. The cross-coupling causes such a small
error that it can be neglected.

The angle of deflection of the object from the target path can be regulated
by using relationships (2.2) and (2.3) and by assuring that u2/u1 = 1. This is
the case of automatic regulation when the target is tracked along the shortest
path. Moreover, it seems possible to regulate the process by applying the
difference u2 − u1 = 0 as the desired value. This method could simplify the
design of the control system considerably by replacing the dividing system
(Fig. 3) with a simple differential amplifier. Another advantage of this method
is the fact that at larger distances from the target, the error values are small,
and the regulation is smoother. The closer to the target, the more rapid the
increase in the intensity of the electric field, the higher the value of the error,
and the more rapid the response.

Figure 9 shows a simplified schematic diagram of the guidance control of
an aerial vehicle approaching electromagnetic radiation emitted by a fixed
point ground target. The position of the point ground target (PGT) emitting
electromagnetic radiation in relation to the aerial vehicle (AV), i.e. the target
line of sight (LOS), can be determined from the following equations (Koruba
and Osiecki, 2006)

dr

dt
= −Vb[cos(ε− γb) cos σ cosχb + sinσ sinχb]

dσ

dt
=
Vb[cos(ε− γb) sinσ cosχb − cos σ sinχb]

r
(4.1)

dε

dt
=
Vb sin(ε− γb) cosχb

r cos σ

Let us demand that the AV is guided towards the PGT using the method of
proportional navigation, i.e.

dχb
dt
= aχ

dσ

dt

dγb
dt
= aγ

dε

dt
(4.2)
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Fig. 9. A schematic diagram of the guidance of an aerial vehicle approaching a point
ground target emitting electromagnetic radiation

where aχ, aγ are coefficients of proportional navigation.
The initial conditions of the distance between the AV and PGT are

ro =
√

(xbo − xco)2 + (ybo − yco)2 + (zbo − zco)2

(4.3)

σo = arcsin
yco − ybo

ro
εo = arctan

zbo − zco
xco − xbo

where
r – distance between the AV and the PGT
ε, σ – angles determining the position of the AV in space
Vb – flight velocity of the AV
γb, χb – angles determining the orientation of the vector of flight

velocity of the AV in space
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ro – initial distance between the AV and the PGT (on de-
tection of the PGT)

εo, σo – angles determining the initial position of the LOS in
space (on detection of the PGT)

xbo, ybo, zbo – initial position of the AV in space (on detection of the
PGT)

xco, yco, zco – position of the PGT.

The controlled mechanical gyroscope equipped with sensors fitted to its
inner frame is the executive element responsible for determination the line of
sight, that is the position of the point grounded target (PGT). The gyroscope
axis should coincide with the bisector of the right angle created by the two
sensors axes (Fig. 9). The task of the gyroscope automatic control system is to
change the position of the high-speed rotation axis so that it shows the point
with the highest radiation intensity (target) and coincides with the line of sight
(LOS). As a result, the value of the angle ϕ = π/4 will remain constant, thus
the voltages in the two measurement paths will be equal and their quotient will
be u2/u1 = 1. The control moments applied to the gyroscope frames should
change in accordance with the law (Koruba, 2001)

Mb = −kb(ϑg − ε) + kc(ψg − σ)− hg
(dϑg
dt
−
dε

dt

)

(4.4)

Mc = −kc(ϑg − ε)− kb(ψg − σ)− hg
(dψg
dt
−
dσ

dt

)

The problem to be solved is to make the gyroscope axis coincide with the line
of sight once the target is detected. If there is a high discrepancy in the initial
conditions, the gyroscope axis may deflect from the predetermined direction
significantly. The system of automatic control can generate controls that will
turn out to be technically unfeasible or will cause a loss in the gyroscope
stability.
In order to make the gyroscope axis coincide with the LOS, it is necessary

to apply appropriate moments of control force to the gyroscope frames (Koru-
ba, 1999). The best solution would be to demand that the gyroscope axis being
in a given initial position ϑg(to) = ϑgo and ψg(to) = ψgo be set at: ϑgo(0) = εo
and ψgo(0) = σo by means of Mbo = const and Mco = const . From this po-
sition, the moments Mb and Mc, determined and described by expressions
(3.1)2, will maintain the gyroscope axis in the desired path, i.e. along the line
of sight. Thus, we control the gyroscope axis in two steps. First, we apply
constant moments, and then we apply moments described by equations (3.1)2
as soon as ϑg = εo and ψg = σo.
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Under the initial conditions, where ϑ̈go = 0, ϑ̇go = 0, ψ̈go = 0, and
ψ̇go = 0, we solve the simplified linear equations (Koruba, 2001)

ϑg(t) = ϑgo +
Ω(ηcMbo +Mco)

Jgkω2go

[

t−
2h∗g
ω2go

(

1− e−h
∗

gt cos(ω∗gt)
)

+

−

(ω∗g)
2
− (h∗g)

2

ω2goω
∗

g

e−h
∗

g
t sin(ω∗gt)

]

(4.5)

ψg(t) = ψgo +
Ω(ηbMco −Mbo)

Jgkω2go

[

t−
2h∗g
ω2go

(

1− e−h
∗

g
t cos(ω∗gt)

)

+

−

(ω∗g)
2
− (h∗g)

2

ω2goω
∗

g

e−h
∗

gt sin(ω∗gt)
]

where
ω∗g =

√

ω2go − (h
∗

g)
2 ω2go = (1 + ηbηc)Ω

2

h∗g =
Ω

2
(ηb + ηc) Ω =

Jgong
Jgk

At the first stage of calculation, an approximation technique can be applied
for high values of h∗g and a short time of motion

ϑg(t) ≈ ϑgo+
Ω(ηcMbo +Mco)

Jgkω2go
t ψg(t) ≈ ψgo+

Ω(ηbMco −Mbo)

Jgkω2go
t (4.6)

Now, it is necessary to select the time in which the gyroscope axis moves from
the position ϑgo, ψgo to position ϑg = εo, ψg = σo. Let us denote the time
by tg. Then, from the above approximated equalities we get

ϑgo +
Ω(ηcMbo +Mco)

Jgkω2go
tg = εo ψgo +

Ω(ηbMco −Mbo)

Jgkω2go
tg = σo (4.7)

It is a system of two equations with two unknowns: Mbo and Mco. Hence

Mbo =
ηb(εo − ϑgo) + Jgong(σo − ψgo)

tg
(4.8)

Mco =
ηc(σo − ψgo)− Jgong(εo − ϑgo)

tg

If the gyroscope axis is to be moved from the known initial position ϑgo, ψgo
to the desired position, where it coincides with the line-of-sight, in the time tg,
then the control moments, Mbo and Mco described by Eqs. (4.8) need to be
applied to the inner and outer frames of the gyroscope. After the time tg, the
gyroscope is controlled according to the algorithm described by formulas (4.4).
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5. Discussion of results

To illustrate the process of stabilisation of the sensor position in a desired
plane, let us consider an example of computer simulation conducted for the
following data

Jgk = 2.5 · 10
−4 kgm2 Jgo = 5.0 · 10

−4 kgm2

ng = 1000 rad/s ηb = ηc = 0.01 Nms

The correction coefficients for the gyroscope corrector are optimally determi-
ned taking into consideration the minimum mean-square error (Koruba and
Osiecki, 2006). It is assumed that kb = 10, then other coefficients can be
calculated as follows

kc =
1

2

J2gon
2
g

Jgk

√

2J2gon
2
g + 4Jgkkb

hg =
√

2J2gon
2
g + 4Jgkkb

It is also assumed that the sensors are in the predetermined horizontal plane,
i.e. the frames are set at the following angles ϑgo = 0 and ψgo = 0. The
gyroscope base undergoes harmonic angular displacements in the vertical and
horizontal planes: Q = Qo sin(νt), R = Ro cos(νt), respectively. As a result,
the angular velocities will be: q∗ = Qoν cos(νt) and r∗ = −Roν sin(νt), re-
spectively.
Moreover, it is assumed that Qo = 0.5 rad, Ro = 0.25 rad and ν = 5 rad/s,

and that the displacement occurs at tp = 1.0 s and lasts till tk = 3.0 s. Let
us analyse what effect the above disturbances have on the gyroscope stability.
Figure 10 shows the influence of disturbance displacement on stabilisation of
the sensor position at various values of the coefficient of friction in the gyro-
scope frame bearings. Figure 11 presents the gyroscope axis paths at various
values of the coefficient of friction in the gyroscope frame bearings.
Figure 12a illustrates the effectiveness of the method of disturbance re-

duction by applying the correction moments Mb and Mc. Figure 12b confirms
that the concept of the stabilisation system with sensors fitted to the gyroscope
frames is feasible.
Figures 13-16 show selected results of computer simulation of the gyroscope

control by applying sensors of electromagnetic radiation. The gyroscope is
responsible for determination of the line-of-sight in such a way that an aerial
guided bomb moves towards the target along the path presented in Fig. 13,
according to the proportional navigation method with the coefficients aχ = 3.5
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Fig. 10. Time-dependent changes in angles of deflection of the gyroscope frames ϑg
and ψg at (a) low and (b) high coefficients of friction in the frame bearings

Fig. 11. Gyroscope axis paths at (a) low and (b) high coefficients of friction in the
frame bearings

Fig. 12. Time-dependent changes (a) in angles ϑg and ψg of the gyroscope frame
deflections following the application of the correction moments Mb and Mc, and

(b) in the correction moments Mb and Mc
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and aγ = 3.5. Figure 14 shows the desired angles σo and εo as well as the
actual angles ψg and ϑg of the gyroscope position axis in function of time in
an open-loop mode of control. The accuracy of the control operation is greatly
affected by friction in the frame bearings. Figure 15 illustrates the effect of
external disturbances on the gyroscope operating in the open- and closed-loop
modes. Thus, if the coefficients of friction in the frame bearings are high, the
external disturbances will cause considerable deflections of the gyroscope axis
from the desired position. Correction controls reduce these deflections to a
minimum. As can be seen from Fig. 15, the program and correction controls,
Mbo, Mco and Mb and Mc, respectively, do not reach high values, so they can
be applied technically.

Fig. 13. Bomb flight paths (a) in the vertical plane and (b) in the horizontal plane

Fig. 14. Controlling the position of the gyroscope axis (LOS) at (a) high and (b) low
coefficients of friction in the bearings of the gyroscope frames
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Fig. 15. Controlling the position of the gyroscope axis (LOS) affected by
disturbances with the gyroscope operating in (a) an open-loop mode (b) a

closed-loop or back coupling mode

Fig. 16. Program and correction controls of the AV gyroscope in time, Mbo, Mco
and Mb, Mc, respectively

6. Conclusion

The preliminary analysis confirms that the gyroscope-based system for stabi-
lising the angular position of onboard sensors can be efficiently employed to
detect and locate overhead high-voltage power lines. As the base of the me-
chanical gyroscope with three degrees of freedom, i.e. the board of the aerial
vehicle, is affected by considerable disturbances, the stabilisation process re-
quires application of correction moments.

The work also considers the applicability of the gyroscope-based system to
the guidance of an aerial vehicle towards a point target emitting low-frequency
electromagnetic radiation. The gyroscope performance accuracy greatly affects
the precision of target location and the homing operations in the case of a fixed
point ground target emitting electromagnetic radiation.
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The advantages of the gyroscope-based system include simplicity and a
low cost, but first and foremost, reliability and stability while guiding an AV
under conditions of external disturbances.

The results of computer simulations and experiments conducted under la-
boratory conditions are positive. The method may turn out to be very efficient
for the guidance of selected types of weapon of precise-destruction, e.g. guided
bombs and unmanned aerial vehicles.
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Giroskopowy układ lokalizacji punktowego źródła promieniowania

elektromagnetycznego małej częstotliwości

Streszczenie

W opracowaniu przedstawiono koncepcję, model matematyczny oraz szacunkowe
obliczenia dotyczące lokalizacji położenia kątowego punktowych urządzeń elektroener-
getycznych. Rozpatrywana jest także możliwość naprowadzania obiektu latającego na
tego rodzaju urządzenia.
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